
Comfort – Be Present – Your Peace (lyrics) 

Hook: 

 

(A bit of) comfort in our life being present with each other 

One Team spiritually close is everything another 

Day is now improvise your peace one love power special process of your Wellness, 7 minutes to an hour 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Liberty and learning leaning on each other checkin' static,  

"Con'll" blockin' Justice keepin' Light Within discover,  

truth is love same battle different lie "oh there's another",  

day to day we choose to pray that's right I love my Brother. 

 

It'll seem like (we're) playing with em' strong arms running game  

exploitation of the people reading scarcity just the same  

(it) takes time find a rhyme they take and then they try to blame. 

"Show em' Owlin!" Checking claims divide and conquer while they Fame  

(The many examples in Human History: using a dis to gain fame for political office, or "Unpurposeful 

static dissent for dissent’s sake" to gain fame…or like using doubt about a Leader’s citizenship to stoke 

fear of immigrants to divide a nation, when actually a particular fear mongering citizen is the 

undisclosed hidden threat) 

 

Next phase G.O. reach 

Threaded batches Super Peace (tah dahhhh) 

Sleeper weeds sompn' to eat 

Harvest wheat go n' teach, Pulling arms this morning golden curtains never knew to each  

(just like the Brittish stronghold on India thought, that Gandhi’s march to the sea would not be anything, 

yet it was a powerful peace…history repeats itself, and the sleeper leaders will sleep on the love as 

before…wheat and tares parable once again) 



Let it get Got, that's the story Holy Spirit teach 

Separation of church and state, keep the love, reject the hate that claims itself (yet is really) the enemy 

of the people...what? ...wait... 

What in the world...tump n' champers, pillow talk fakes, (even) Stalin fought the Hitler flesh, (so) wake it 

up to pampers fate 

 

 

Hook: 

 

(A bit of) comfort in our life being present with each other 

One Team spiritually close is everything another 

Day is now improvise your peace one love power special process of your Wellness, 7 minutes to an hour 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

2020 election now 

(A billion) running for Prez pow 

Watch it reconcile infection loving one another is how 

God the glory tell the story prayin' peace we blessing Ow 

Next check day to day, learn the lesson do the Tao 

 

 

Hook: 

 

(A bit of) comfort in our life being present with each other 

One Team spiritually close is everything another 

Day is now improvise your peace one love power special process of your Wellness, 7 minutes to an hour 

(3 times) 

 



 

Outro: 

 

Liberty is a rare and precious thing. 

We have a choice to be a voice 

If we ain't talkin faith hope and freedom, and public interest? Then it ain't for the people. So, we focus 

on the process of wellness. Retreat into Fellowship peace. Teaching and educating "trickles" that still 

uses the Electoral College and filling baby coffins full of votes, that the people didn't vote for....fight back 

in the right way (like Gandhi...through non violence). 

We face the art not the lie. 

Wheat and tares parable, 

(Prayers within the Millennium Eclipse...) 

peace 

 

 

 

 


